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Disclaimer - Intended use of information

While we make every effort to make sure the information in our books and courses
is accurate and informative, the information does not take the place of
professional or medical advice. Do not use our information: to diagnose, treat,
cure or prevent any disease for therapeutic purposes or as a substitute for the
advice of a health professional.
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Maslow's Order of Basic Human Needs is a motivational theory in
psychology dating back more than 70 years, comprising a five tier model
of human needs, often depicted as hierarchical levels within a pyramid.
The foundational level, Physiological Needs, includes survival needs and
deals with our need for food, water and sleep to survive and reproduce.
If unmet, the human body struggles to function and all other needs
become secondary until these needs are reasonably met.

Boundaries are essential to establishing good routines and sleep
patterns. It is advisable to take some time to create boundaries around
the type of food we will generally eat. How often will we allow
'sometimes' foods or 'treats'? What are our preferred meal times? Which
drinks will we consume? When and how often will we use 'sometimes'
drinks?

Small changes to our hydration, nutrition, sleep habits and sugar
consumption can radically improve our brain health, and build
mental and emotional resilience.

Ensuring that the Maslow's Basement needs are met builds resilience
and immunity.
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BODY, MIND AND SPIRIT - Becomes car, driver and journey

BODY - A car body may be well polished and look fantastic but
without a driver and a purpose for use, it might be simply an
ornament.

Our body is the vehicle we inhabit. We must care for our body, as
well as our brain which manages everything our body does. BODY
begins with an overview of the role and function of our physical
brain, what our brain needs in order to function correctly, how to
maintain its basic chemistry, and how to know when these needs
are not being met.

MIND - Our brain is a physical organ, yet it also houses our mind
-  where we learn, think, imagine and feel. Our mind is like the driver
of a vehicle. We can educate our mind to determine our course in
life. Often life happens around us, but rather than letting it happen
by chance or through circumstances, we can take responsibility for
our choices.
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MIND explains our in-built, caveman-like responses to stress and the
responses we learn in childhood to relieve that stress or shame; as well
as how we carry those same responses into adulthood and how they
become the ways we can cope with and deal with our shame.

SPIRIT - Purpose is compared to the journey a driver takes in a vehicle.
SPIRIT looks at our purpose and meaning in life, as well as their roles in
providing fulfilment and happiness; and how to deal with the thinking
that can keep us from finding that purpose and ultimate fulfilment.

"Another body, mind and spirit analogy could be a smartphone. The
physical body could be Samsung, mind (operating system) could be
Android and the spirit (purpose) could be Facebook or YouTube"  - Trev
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A vehicle is an amazing piece of engineering, both body and engine.

Finely tuned, it can perform well. However, the human body is of THE
most amazing design and balance; and it is surprisingly resilient and
flexible. Each cell comprises mainly water and functions harmoniously
with all the others. The human bodily organs function in perfect
harmony, seemingly automatically.

We continuously breathe to oxygenate our entire body. Our heart beats
rhythmically pumping our life's blood around our body. We eat, drink
and make waste. We perspire to cool our body and have goosebumps
when we feel cold. Our muscles and skeleton hold our body together
and upright. Our chemistry and immune system keep us well and
functioning.

"I am totally amazed at the complexity and design of our human body.
But the most amazing thing is that all of the genetic information and
blueprints for all of our body construction, body chemistry and brain
design function is encoded in the first (single) cell of what divides and
divides to becomes a human embryo"  - Trev
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THE HUMAN BRAIN

More Powerful than 200 Million Desktop Computers

The average human brain weighs about 1.5kg (3lb) and looks like a big,
grey, wrinkly sponge about the size of your two fists put together. It is
comprised of 78% water. If the water was removed, 60% of dried brain
weight is fat.

While we are awake, our brain generates up to 25 watts of power;
enough to illuminate a light bulb. Our brain has the thinking capacity
of more than 200 million iPads. Our brain's hardware has amazing
potential. The software, however, is often sadly lacking.

The brain is basically the headquarters of the human body. Electrical
currents pass throughout the entire brain and nervous system to
perform an incredible number of tasks. It controls body temperature,
blood pressure, heart rate and breathing. It handles physical movement
such as walking, standing or sitting. It accepts a flood of information
about the world around us from our various senses - seeing, hearing,
smelling, touch and taste. It thinks, dreams, reasons and experiences
emotions.

All this, even when we are sleeping, is coordinated, controlled and
regulated by our brain. 
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WATER SUSTAINS LIFE. Water is stored all over us. In our brain and
our body, in our liver, kidneys, stomach, bladder, spinal fluids -
everywhere! However, more than half is actually inside our cells. As a
car engine must have water to function, so every single cell in the human
body is dependent on water. Humans can only survive a few days
without water.

The body needs water to transport water-soluble nutrients to organs in
the body, to transport toxins and waste products out of the body via
urine, and to send electrical messages between cells. For example, water
allows organs to function, muscles to contract and relax, and for eyes
to focus on images. Water also controls our body temperature, is
necessary to digest food and drink, to lubricate our joints and to keep
our tissues healthy and pliable.

Even 1% dehydration is a key factor in the cause of headaches, loss of
focus, fatigue and poor mood. Thirst is a poor, early sign of dehydration.
Even slight dehydration impacts brain function, mood and energy; and
can produce symptoms of memory loss, mental confusion and
dissociation.

Water is the BEST energy drink
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A car’s performance is optimal with the right fuel. Regardless of how
good the car looks or its engine size, it won't work without the right
fuel. If you were to put diesel in a petrol car, the engine would be in
need of a full overhaul.

Nutrition  - When our stomach sends a hunger message to our brain,
our stomach isn’t interested in nutrition. Its interest is in satisfying the
hunger message. For optimum brain performance eat a variety of
coloured vegetables and fruit. A minimum of 3 colours per meal is
recommended. Include lean proteins, fish 1-3 times a week is ideal. Use
whole-grains instead of white flour foods. Limit the intake of highly
processed, high sugared foods and drinks.

Eat regular, balanced meals and snacks to keep blood sugars stable.
Every 4-5 hours is ideal. Eat breakfast within 60 mins. of getting out of
bed.

Food and Mood - Our brain feeds on stable glucose or blood sugar
levels and some people don't maintain these. When we have that low
feeling, we have a lot of physiological symptoms. Feeling uncomfortable
in our body due to low blood sugar may be interpreted by our brain as
anxiety (I feel shaky or scared - I must be anxious) or exhaustion (I can't
get up off the couch - I must be depressed). Avoid the urge to eat junk
food when feeling depressed as the sugar high is followed by a low.

Poor food choices add to our stress levels and mental confusion.
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If we were to drive a car continuously, the engine wouldn’t cope and it
would eventually break down. We take our car off the road for
maintenance and we need to do the same for our brain and body. Sleep
is essential to our brain functioning. After just 2 days without sleep, the
brain will start hallucinating.

Sleep and Learning

When we sleep our brain cells shrink to allow toxins to be flushed out.
Sleep also gives the brain time for a nightly mental clean-up. When we
sleep, our brain takes everything we've seen and done throughout the
day and filters through it. It looks for patterns, sifts through what it finds
unnecessary and decides what to turn into a memory. This process is
called Memory Consolidation.

Sleep and Mental Health

We are more likely to be happier after a good night's sleep. Research
reveals we learn better after a good night's sleep and can better cope
with stressful situations. A good night's sleep and regular rest helps
build positive relationships and ease conflict.

One of the worst sleep disrupters is technology in the bedroom
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These 3 simple feedback loops empower us to manage our health,
both physically and mentally. This is the best way to identify changes
that could eventually be detrimental to our mental health.

This is our early warning system where a change in sleep patterns could
indicate a lack of safety or an issue that could be shameful.

A change in bowel habits or hydration indicates an impending change
in moods and behaviour. Small adjustment here can ensure "A Healthy
Brain".

Food - Sausage Poo

What we eat and drink affects our toileting. When we eat sufficient
vegetables and fruit, and drink sufficient water, we make a sausage poo.
When we don’t, we struggle to poo regularly and may only produce
bunny bullets. Constipation makes us feel unwell and can be quite
painful. Research shows more and more children are constipated and
medicated for it, when diet will generally rectify the problem. Eating
plenty of vegetables and fruit will produce a sausage poo which is easily
and regularly expelled, and results in improved mood and behaviour.
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Water - White Wee

When we drink enough water to properly hydrate our body, our wee is
a pale, wheat colour. We call this white wee for small children. Small
children can learn to manage these feedback loops and are very
interested in wee and poo, so start early. When we aren’t drinking
enough water (yellow or orange wee), we may have headaches and feel
tired, lethargic and demotivated.

Sleep - Smiley Face

Good or poor sleep shows on our face and through our behaviour. When
we wake up and are feeling good, we know we have had sufficient sleep.
If we are cranky and whinge a lot, we need extra sleep and rest. Having
boundaries around our sleep needs will ensure we go to bed early
enough to have good and sufficient sleep. Removing technology from
bedrooms and stopping screen use one hour prior to sleep time will
assist also.

The Teenage Years

Often when teenagers leave home to do further studies in another city,
for the first time they have to start looking after themselves. This is a
crucial time for their mental health. So often we see bright students fall
into the trap of eating fast food on the fly, neglecting sleep and drinking
anything except water. This leads to a lack of mental and emotional
resilience. The pressures of working part time, loads of study, paying
the bills, doing the housework and an inability to say NO to peers, is a
recipe for disaster.

Far too often this leads to a trip back home - ‘tail between the legs’
with all of the associated self doubt, guilt and the shame of failure
to meet their own and everyone else’s expectations.

When the situation is viewed through the Maslow model, it’s
obvious that as the foundational physical needs are not met, the
ability to learn and to cope emotionally fails. We recognise this as
‘Burn-Out’.
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